Machine learning with classification can effectively be applied for many applications, especially those with complex measurements. Therefore classification technique can be used for prediction of diseases like cancer, liver disorders and heart disease etc which involve complex measurements. This is part of growing demand and much interesting towards predictive diagnosis. It has also been established that classification and learning methods can be used effectively to improve the accuracy of prediction of a diseases and its recurrence. 
INTRODUCTION
Disease diagnosis and prediction involves multiple physicians from different specializations in case of cancer, liver disorders and heart disease. This requires multiple biomedical markers and multiple clinical factors like the age, general health of the patient, its location, type of disease, the grade and size of the disorder. For reasonable prediction information like cell based, patient based and population based all must be carefully considered by the attending medical practitioner. It is challenging even for the most skilled technician to do. Both physicians and patients need to face same challenges when it comes to the matter of disease prevention and disease prediction. Family history, age, diet, weight, habits like smoking, heavy drinking, and exposure ultra violet radiations, radon, asbestos plays a major role in predicting an individual's risk for developing the said diseases. Sometimes these conventional clinical, behavioral parameters and environment may not be sufficient to make better predictions. In most of the critical cases to predict the disease we need some specific molecular details about either the infected part or the patient's genetic status. With the speedy development of the proteomic, genomic and imaging technologies, this molecular scale information about patients is now can be readily acquired.
Medical science industry has huge amount of data, but unfortunately most of this data is not mined effectively to find out hidden information in data. Advanced data mining techniques can be used to discover hidden pattern in data. Models developed from these techniques will be useful for medical practitioners to take effective decision. In [5] it is establishes that a number of factors have been shown to increase the risk of developing heart disease. Some of these family history, high levels of LDL bad cholesterol, Family history of cardiovascular disease, High levels of LDL (bad) cholesterol, Low level of HDL (good) cholesterol, Hypertension, High fat diet, Lack of regular exercise, Obesity. In [6] Data mining has been heavily used in the medical field, to include patient diagnosis records to help identify best practices The difficulties posed by prediction problems have resulted in a variety of problem-solving techniques. For example, data mining methods comprise artificial neural networks and decision trees, and statistical techniques include linear regression and stepwise polynomial regression. Section 2 is about machine learning techniques for predictions, Section 3.1 discusses about the Support Vector Machine in detail, Section 3.2 about the Random Forest technique, Section 3.3 is about the data sets used, Section 4.1 discusses about experiment setup and Section 4.2 about the actual experiments, results, Section 4.3 is on discussions about results obtained.
MACHINE LEARNING
The idea of empirical data modeling is applicable to many engineering applications. Empirical data modeling uses an induction process to build up a model of the system, from which it can deduce responses of the system which are to be tested or observed. The observational available data obtained is finite and taken as a sample. This sampling is non-uniform and due to the high dimensional nature of the problem data, the input space will be in a sparse distribution. As a result the problem more often is wrongly presented.
Machine Learning is a concept under Artificial Intelligence and it is concerned with the development of techniques, methods and algorithms which enable the system to learn from the available data. This means the development of algorithms which enable the machine to learn from available data and perform tasks and activities of modeling with sample data and testing the new data. Machine learning works closely with statistics in many different ways. There are different techniques and methodologies developed for machine learning tasks [9] . Neural network approaches are much in use but do have limitations with generalization, producing models that normally get over fit with the data. This is a result of the optimization algorithms used for statistical method and parameter selection to select the best model possible. Other learning techniques like decision trees, ripper classification, expert systems and AI were used to predict. This problem of prediction and prognosis can be better solved with machine learning and classification support vector machine technique which implements classification.
LEARNING TECHNIQUES USED 3.1 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine is one of the established machine learning techniques. Support Vector Machine was first introduced, by Boser, Guyon, and Vapnik in COLT-92 in 1992. Support vector machines are used for classification and regression are with a set of related supervised learning methods [6] . These machines belong to a generalized family of linear classifiers. Support Vector Machine is mostly used classification and regression prediction tool, that implements machine learning concepts to maximize predictive accuracy, which avoids over fit to the data. A better learning technique must always avoid over fit of the data.
The initial form of support vector machine is to maximize the distance separating the elements of two different classes. When the classes to which the elements belong to are known a priori, the problem is called classification. The set of data used to calculate the boundary limit between the classes is called the training set, while the data set used to test the efficacy of the method, is called validation set.
Support Vector machines are systems that use hypothesis space of a linear function in a bigger dimensional feature space. These systems are trained with a learning algorithm with optimization theory that uses a learning bias taken from the theory of statistical learning. Support vector machine was famous with other parallel learning techniques but now it is playing a major role in machine learning research. This technique also being used in many other critical domains like image processing, patterns recognition and medical diagnosis tec. SVM becomes more important while using pixel maps as input, the accuracy of SVM is comparable with other well known modeling techniques like neural networks with extended features in a handwriting recognition task [7] . SVM is also being used for many applications, such as face analysis, hand writing analysis, engineering, business, management and many more areas. SVMs are also being used for pattern classification and regression based applications in different domains.
The Support Vector Machines SVM have been developed by Vapnik [8] and are yielding good results due to many challenging features and better empirical performance. SVM basically uses the Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) principle; this is superior [9] to traditional Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) principle, being used by conventional neural networks. ERM technique tries to minimize the error on the training data but SRM tries to minimize an upper bound on the expected risk with maximizing separating planes. This difference makes SVM to work with a better ability to generalize the training data and make predictions. This is always the goal of statistical learning. SVMs were developed basically to solve the classification problem, but currently they are also being used to solve regression problems [10] . Fig. 1 shows an over fitting classifier with data overlapping with training data. Fig. 2 shows a better classifier with almost no overlapping 
Random Forest
Random Forest is another classification technique based on decision tree; it is a collection of a group of tree predictors. Each tree depends on the values of a vector independently with the same distribution over all trees in the forest. Error with generalization converges as the number of trees in the forest becomes gets more. The error associated with model of this classifier primarily depends on the strength of the individual trees in the forest and the correlation between the trees. Random selection of features to split each node results in error rates that can be compared. Random Forest [16] is good even with greater noise with the training data. The internal working of this technique make better internal estimates monitor error, strength, and correlation. These are then used to show the response to increasing the number of features used in the splitting the data. Internal estimates can also be used to find variable importance. Random forest also provide regression functionality with training and testing datasets.
Datasets
A duke breast cancer data set is chosen for experiments. Training data set with few records is as shown in the following Table 1 . Testing data set with few records is as shown in the following Table 2 . A liver disorder data set is chosen for experiments. Training data set with few records is as shown in the following Table 3 . Testing data set with four records is as shown in the following Table 4 . A heart data set is chosen for experiments. Training data set with few records is as shown in the following Table 5 . Testing data set with four records is as shown in the following Table 6 . 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP -RESULTS
A breast cancer, liver disorders and heart disease data sets are chosen for experiments. Data set is classified with support vector machine and Random Forest. The results are analyzed with a comparison of prediction performances with both the techniques. The results with different parameters are tuned and parameters selections for optimal classification results are chosen. Implementation is also done with RF tool on Mat lab with Microsoft VC++ compiler installed over it. Same breast cancer, liver disorders and heart disease data sets are used to carry out experiments with both the techniques.
Setup

Results
The results obtained with both the techniques with breast cancer, liver disorders and heart disease data sets are tabulated shown in Table 7 . 
Discussions
Results obtained for cancer and liver disease data sets with SVM and Random Forest using different kernel functions like linear, polynomial, radial basis and sigmoid are tabulated. It is noticed that there is a varying accuracy of classification with different probabilistic estimate with different kernel function.
Results are observed to be much better with Radial basis function with SVM and with certain set of parameters and these are comparable with Random Forest technique. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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